VISADES TOUCH CONTROL 2.0
The VISADES Touch Control Center 2.0 fulfills all necessary control basics mentioned by ÖNORM 5873-1 or ÖVGW and DVGW
as well as Norwegian NFHI.
Additionally we have implemented some functions which will be helpful for every water-supply.
These Add-Ons will help to maintain perfect water quality, to automate the production process, to rise production security
and to ensure economic operation. This controller meets project based PLC standards, in Software and extensibility.

Temperature monitoring:

External Communication:

Several temperature steps of UV-chamber
can be connected to actions like flushing,
alerts over different networks, switching off
and logging.

GSM Module: Alert Messages, Status
Requests
Modem: Full remote maintenance, web view…
ModBus TCP, RTU / ProfiBUS DP: Direct
connection to process control centers

Flow Meter:
A flow-meter can be fully integrated in the
process, is used for dimming or flow
regulation, logging and consumption calcs.

UV irradiation output:
Irradiation signal is available for other
controls as 4-20mA or 0-10V.

Bassin fill level:
If a submersible pressure gauge is
connected, a bassin fill-level is displayed and
can be used for switching on and off
automatically, logging and optimizing of
production process.

Trend-diagrams:
All relevant external and internal values can
be shown in a Trend diagram, max. 2
overlayed, variable zoom, Live data view.

Data Logging:
To proof a standard-conform operation, all
(selectable) data are logged and can be
exported.
Not only operation status and alerts, but also
values like flow, irradiation, fill-level, UVdose, pressure and many more.

Remote Maintenance:
Remote adjustment help, Alert investigation,
Software updates, and Web view of the
controller. For PC, Laptop, Tablet or
Smartphone. After your release, selectable
services are offered to selected persons.

FlexFlow:
To optimize disinfection reliability, the flow
can be automatically adjusted to the given
irradiation. Great to keep up Service for a
wide range of water qualities, eventually also
for a smaller UV-system.
Target: increased production reliability

FlexRay:
This operation mode can dim the lamp to
needed value for given flow.
Good to ensure economic operation by
dimming.
Target: increased economics

Vario:
Is the logic combination of above FlexFlow and
FlexRay.
Increased reliability AND economics!

Individual enhancements:
We can offer several additions in programming and
process enhancements, optimization for individual needs.

Ask for it, we make your free customized offer.
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